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Abstract 

Introduction: In recent years tissue engineering developed to replace 
or repair damaged tissues using cell and biomaterial. One of the most 
important fields of tissue engineering is simulation of in vivo micro 
environment of body tissues. This study aimed to develop culture 
chamber and cell biomaterial sheet engineering for the reconstruction 
of cartilage tissue. 
Methods: Stainless steel culture chamber was designed with 
mechanical factor affecting cartilage. Shear exerted on the wall of the 
chamber was predicted with computational fluid dynamic modeling 
with Fluent. The meshes were created with Gambit software.After 
isolation of chondrocytes from cartilage, cells mixed with natural 
biomaterial and hydrogel tissue construct cultured in chamber. 
Sections of resulted cell-biomaterial construct were examined with 
histological methods. 
Results: The designed chamber mimicked synovial joint with perfusion 
flow. Maximum wall shear was predicted with fluent was 2.407× 10-3 
Pa. Chondrocyte-scaffold was created as a thin sheet. Histological 
examination of chondrocyte biomaterial revealed morphology of native 
cartilage tissue with round cluster chondrocyte profile. Isogenic group 
of constract proliferated and expanded. 
Discussion: According to simulation of in vivo environment of natural 
cartilage joint and simplification of tissue constructs production from 
chondrocyte and hydrogel scaffold, the novel strategy described here 
has great advantages to the improvement of cartilage tissue 
engineering. 
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Introduction  

In recent years tissue engineering developed to replace or 

repair damaged tissues using cell and biomaterial. The general 

principle of cartilage tissue engineering involves three fields: 

Cell, scaffold and mechanical stimuli to build a three 

dimensional (3-D) living constructs (1).  

One of the most important fields in the tissue engineering is 

in vivo simulation of body tissues micro environment (2). 

Therefore, several bioreactor composed culture chamber have 

been developed. The successful application of culture chamber in 

tissue engineering requires careful consideration of their 3-D 

geometry, biocompatibility and biomechanics (3). In recent 

years, perfusion bioreactors with a culture chamber have been 

examined to build three-dimensional cartilage grafts (4,5). Shear 

exert on wall of chamber in perfusion bioreactors has been 

predicted with computational fluid dynamic modeling with fluent 

software (6). 

Pioneering cell-sheet scaffolding from tissue engineering 

strategy was proposed to regenerate cartilage tissue; therefore, 

studies were designed to develop a culture chamber and cell 

biomaterial sheet engineering for reconstruction of cartilage 
tissue (7). 

Here, we demonstrate some techniques to generate 

chondrocyte sheets with respect to their composition and 

mechanical properties. In addition, we demonstrate a 

methodology to chondrocyte sheet with culture chamber for 
potential cartilage graft.  

Materials and Methods 

All chemicals such as Trypsin, high glucose DMEM, 0.2% 

Collagenase type II, Penicillin, Streptomycin and Amphotricinwere 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (MO, USA) and used directly 

without further purification.  

The shear stress imposed on the cells in the culture 

chamber is predicted by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). 

Modeling and calculation of wall shear was performed by 

FLUENT software (Fluent Corp, USA). Gambit software 

created the meshes. The CFD model considered fluid flow 

entering the inlet reservoir, flowing through the culture 

chamber to the outlet reservoir. Characterization of the 

mechanical stresses was performed in an idealized chondrocyte 

cell subject to a range of laminar fluid flow regimes (8). 

The specifications of our culture chamber have been 

reported in our previous article (9). Briefly, the stainless steel 

culture chamber designed simulating internal geometry of 

synovial joint with an inlet and outlet. Perfusion system 

simulating joint was used to examine shear on chondrocyte 

within the chamber. The system includes the inlet medium 

reservoir, culture chamber and exhaust medium. Entire 

chondrocyte-biomaterial within culture chamber is directly 

perfused with culture medium. Silicon tubing was used to 

connect inlet/outlet ports of the perfusion chamber. 

Cell isolation: Fresh intact cartilage was obtained from 

white glossy nasal septum. Chondrocytes were isolated and 

expanded following the procedure described in our previous 

study (10). Since, the perichondrium and cartilage are 

molecularly distinct tissues; dense supportive connective tissue 

around the cartilage was removed to expose the white glossy 
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nasal septal cartilage. The Perichondrium is composed of cells 

and a firm matrix contains the cartilage cell precursors 

(chondroblasts).  

Chondrocytes as well as cartilage slices were trypsinized 

first in room temperature for 2hrs. Then cartilage slices were 

transferred in high glucose DMEM composed of0.2% 

collagenase type II into an incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) for 16-20 

hrs. Also antibiotic/antimycotic agents such penicillin (100 

U/ml), streptomycin (0.1 mg/ml) and amphotricin B (250 

µg/ml) were added. Under invert microscope, cartilage slices 

examined for digestion, were then carefully filtered through70 

and 100 µm nylon filters (BD Falcon, USA) to eliminate 

undigested pieces. The filtered solution was washed several 

times with PBS. The suspension was transferred to a 50Ml 

falcon tube and centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 10 min to obtain a 

pellet (11). 

Chondrocyte sheet: The cell pellet was redispersed in 5 ml 

of complete culture medium (DMEM/Ham’s F-12). The 

medium supplemented with 5% FBS, ascorbic acid (50 g/ml), 

L-glutamine (29.2 mg/ml). 

Briefly, first HEPES and NaCl powders were dissolved in 

deionized water, warmed up at 50-60°C. The alginate powder 

was added with constant stirring to prepare homogeneous 

solution. The solutions were sterilized via 0.45-µm filter and 

2.0 % alginate solutions were prepared. 

The cell pellet of cartilage were counted and suspended in 

culture medium. The cell suspension was aspirated into a 

syringe(21-gauge needle and 20 ml syringes) and the solution 

was released drop-wise into 100 mL of polymerization solution 

(102 mM CaCl2), maintained under gentle stirring by a 

magnet. The alginate beads were allowed to polymerize in102 

mM CaCl2, washed in NaCl. Finally 50-60 alginate beads 

placed in each flask contain the complete culture medium.  

The filtered polymerization solution was discarded, and beads 

were transferred into 150 mMNaCl solution and washed 

several times. The obtained tissue construct was cultured in 

culture flasks, then transferred to the culture chamber and 

dynamically cultured for 3–5 days under direct perfusion (12). 

Alginate sheet preparation: Alginate solution was prepared 

as mentioned above. Two thin layer of sterile filter paper was 

prepared as a pocket and soaked in 102 mM CaCl2. The 

prepared alginate solution was released drop-wise into packet 

filter and transferred into CaCl2 solution. During 

polymerization of gels, the casting two-layer filter papers were 

separated spontaneously. The obtained tissue construct was 

cultured in culture flasks, then transferred to the culture 

chamber and dynamically cultured for 3-5 days under direct 

perfusion (13). 

Histological evaluation: Culture alginate beads and sheets were 

then filtered and fixed in Bouin's Fixative. Tissue constructs were 

dehydrated, cleared, and then embedded in paraffin wax. Five to 

seven-micrometer sections were cut from tissue constructs. The 

sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for cell 

morphology. Statistical significance was determined by SPSS 

software. A value of P= 0.05 was selected as the threshold of 

statistical significance. 

Results 

The results of CFD modeling indicated peak velocity and 

maximum wall shear stress were 1.706×10-3 m/s and 2.407× 

10-3 Pa (1 Pa= 10 dyn/cm(2) respectively. Pressure Contour 

(Pascal) and velocity magnitude (m/s) are depicted in figure 1. 

Fluid filled the chamber from the bottom opening; therefore, 

the highest flow speeds were found near the inlet of the fluid 

and the bottom of the tissue chamber. 

Figure 1. Wall shear exert on culture chamber predicted by CFD 
modeling showing flow speeds 

Tissue construct successfully were cultured and have 

strength architecture to potential implantation. After alginate 

hydrogel polymerization, under invert microscopy, viable and 

round homogeneous chondrocytes were observed. The 

chondrocytes maintained a round shape similar to the original 

cartilage. The important morphological change within the 

hydrogel was cell agglomerates (Figure 4). This feature 

reflected the presence of strong cell division in alginate peals 

and sheets. 

Figure 2. Photographs of beads composed of alginate and 
chondrocyte in a culture flask  

Cartilage-like tissue derived from septal nasal chondrocytes 

was found in both alginate beads and sheets. Cartilage-like 

tissue subjected to shear showed similar feature of natural 

cartilage morphology such as lacuna a cartilage-like matrix. 

The extracellular matrix surrounding chondrocytes within a 

chondron is clearly was observed. Isogenic groups of 

chondrocytes in a single lacuna reflected chondrocyte 
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agglomerates as seen under invert microscopy. The lacuna 

housed mature and round-shaped chondrocytes (Figure 5, 6). 

Figure 3. Photographs of sheet composed of alginate and 
chondrocyte in a culture flask 

Figure 4. Photographs of tissue construct under invert microscopy. 
Several chondrocyte agglomerates are visible 

Figure 5. Microscopic view of tissue construct. Architecture of tissue 
construct is similar to natural cartilage morphology with lacuna and 
distributed chondrocytes magnification 40x 

Discussion 

In the present study we designed a stainless steel culture 

chamber that housed a hydrogel-chondrocyte sheet and beads. 

One of the best advantages of the perfusion system was in vivo 

simulation of synovial joint environments subjected to shear 

stress.  

Figure 6. Examining tissue construct under a light microscope. Hematoxylin 
and eosin stained sections revealed cartilage-like tissue. 

Previous studies revealed that culture environments 

perfusion, enhance cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM) 

production (14,15). Therefore, several culture chambers for 

cartilage tissue engineering were designed to enhance medium 

exchange through perfusion. 

One of the great advantages of fluid flow culture system is 

providing more efficient nutrient supply and metabolite 

removal. The system gives favorable environment to promote 

the chondrogenesis (16,17). 

The results of CFD modeling indicated maximum wall 

shear stress on surface of culture chamber were 2.407× 10-3 

Pa. The highest flow speeds were found near the inlet of the 

tissue chamber. When compared with results of other studies, 

the shear stress was extremely low in the chamber. 

During the first days of chondrocyte culture in three 

dimensional environment of hydrogel scaffold cell 

agglomerates appeared in alginate bead and alginate sheets. 

This feature reflected the presence of strong cell division. 

When the stained section of alginate beads and alginate sheets 

was examined, chondrocyte agglomerates appeared as isogenic 

groups (18). 

Cartilage-like tissue subjected to shear showed similar 

feature of natural cartilage morphology such as lacuna a 

cartilage-like matrix. The lacuna housed mature and round-

shaped chondrocytes (figure 5,6).  

In conclusion, the novel method described here can 

improve tissue engineeringstrategies by simulations of natural 

cartilage joint and tissue construct fabrication from 

chondrocyte and biomaterial. 
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